1A8 with either CSSR or TPN, as yet no evidence exists for a recombinase in V(D)J joining that can both cut and rejoin DNA in a recombinant configuration. Two proteins, RAG-1 and RAG-2, in purified form, are sufficient to The Origins of V(D)J Recombination cleave adjacent to a joining signal sequence in vitro Few examples of developmentally-regulated DNA re-(reviewed in Gellert, 1996) , however, the RAG proteins arrangement exist for higher eukaryotes. One of these is have not been demonstrated to reconnect cut DNA, as V(D)J recombination, a process that serves to assemble do the recombinases in TPN and CSSR. Several lines antigen receptor genes in T and B cells. Recently V(D)J of evidence suggest that both coding and signal joint recombination has been partially reconstituted in vitro formation require general repair functions (reviewed in (reviewed in Gellert, 1996), and as a result, has been the Jeggo et al., 1995; Gellert, 1996) . Furthermore, V(D)J subject of intense research. A side effect of these efforts recombination is unusual in that one of the RAG1/RAG2 has been renewed speculation regarding evolutionary cleavage products is a hairpin-terminated DNA (middle origins. New information bears upon the possibility that column, Figure 1C ; see Gellert, 1996) . this unusual recombination system could have been a transplant from the procaryotic world (Difilippantonio et al., 1996; Spanopoulou et al., 1996 , van Gent et al., 1996a.
The Origins of V(D)J Recombination cleave adjacent to a joining signal sequence in vitro Few examples of developmentally-regulated DNA re-(reviewed in Gellert, 1996) , however, the RAG proteins arrangement exist for higher eukaryotes. One of these is have not been demonstrated to reconnect cut DNA, as V(D)J recombination, a process that serves to assemble do the recombinases in TPN and CSSR. Several lines antigen receptor genes in T and B cells. Recently V(D)J of evidence suggest that both coding and signal joint recombination has been partially reconstituted in vitro formation require general repair functions (reviewed in (reviewed in Gellert, 1996) , and as a result, has been the Jeggo et al., 1995; Gellert, 1996) . Furthermore, V(D)J subject of intense research. A side effect of these efforts recombination is unusual in that one of the RAG1/RAG2 has been renewed speculation regarding evolutionary cleavage products is a hairpin-terminated DNA (middle origins. New information bears upon the possibility that column, Figure 1C ; see Gellert, 1996) . this unusual recombination system could have been a transplant from the procaryotic world (Difilippantonio et al., 1996; Spanopoulou et al., 1996 , van Gent et al., 1996a .
Broad Comparisons
With some exceptions, the best-understood sitedirected recombination systems carry out either conservative site-specific recombination (CSSR) or transposition (TPN; for reviews see Polard and Chandler, 1995; Sadowski, 1993; Stark et al., 1992 , and references therein). As shown in Figure 1A and 1B ("before" and "after" columns) CSSR and TPN reconfigure DNA in fundamentally different ways.
For CSSR ( Figure 1A ), an inversion, an excision, or an integration is achieved. Recombination is both conservative (DNA sequences are not gained or lost) and reciprocal (DNA is simply swapped between two sites). In every well studied CSSR system, an identified recombinase carries out all necessary strand scissions and reconnections needed to create the product ("after" column, Figure 1A ).
Transposition ( Figure 1B ) is the movement of DNA into new genomic territory. A central role is played by a transposase protein which directs a transaction involving three DNA sites: two transposon ends and the integration site. Transposases will make cuts at the ends of a mobile element, however, in contrast to recombinases in CSSR, are not responsible for all ensuing strand connections. Upon integration, transposases are seen to join the 3Ј (but not the 5Ј ends) of a transposon element, to the 5Ј ends of a transposase-generated break ( Figure 1C ; reviewed in Lewis, 1994) . V(D)J joining is a
The architecture of the recombination sites associbasepairs within the joining signal nonamer ( Figure 2 ; Difilippantonio et al., 1996; Spanopoulou et al., 1996) . ated with CSSR and TPN is characteristic and distinct, providing a further basis for comparison to V(D)J recomRecently, two groups using either a one-hybrid assay or surface plasmon resonance measurements, have bebination. The arrangement of the recombinase recognition motifs (represented as triangles) in a generic core gun to investigate the binding of RAG1 to the joining signal sequence (Difilippantonio et al., 1996 ; Spanopoucrossover site is shown, for each, in Figure 1 . Actual recombination sites can be as simple as indicated (a lou et al., 1996) . Specific binding was detected, and found to be sensitive to changes in the nonamer. In feature that for example, makes the Cre-lox system so useful to the genetic engineer), or far more complex (as particular, alteration of the two nucleotides thought to relate to Hin contacts in hix was detrimental (Difilippanis the case for phage ). Complexities aside, for CSSR, recombination takes place between two recombinasetonio et al. Feng et al., 1994; Spanopoulou et al., 1996) . Quite remarkably, the residues in Hin that interact recognition motifs (triangles) that mirror one another on either side of a short (2 or more bp) asymmetric center with the hix site A:T basepairs are part of a sequence (GGRPR) that is fairly conserved among known Hin rela-(box). For a transposon, recombination takes place at the outside of each of two terminally-located recombitives, and identically present in the conceptual translation of every RAG1 gene cloned to date (Difilippantonio nase recognition motifs (triangles, Figure 1B ). (The chromosomal integration site in transposition is selected et al., 1996; Spanopoulou et al., 1996 ; Figure 3 ). Building on this, it was speculated that, a region of RAG1, as for according to features that vary depending upon the particular TPN system). For V(D)J recombination every V, Hin, may constitute a three-helical DNA binding domain ( Figure 3 ). Moreover, these observations raised the pos-D, and J gene segment has its own joining signal consisting of a heptamer and a nonamer separated by a 12 sibility of an evolutionary relationship between RAG1 and Hin (Difilippantonio et al., 1996; Spanopoulou et al., or 23 bp spacer (see Figure 2) . The joining signals (totaling 28 or 39 bp) are self-contained functional recombina-1996) . Variant RAG1 proteins, with mutations in GGRPR, tion targets. As in TPN, strand interruptions in V(D)J recombination occur at the edge of the recognition motif were created and found to be compromised for both binding function and V(D)J recombination (data from (Figures 1B and 1C) .
Thus recombination site architecture in V(D)J joining Difilippantonio et al., 1996, and Spanopoulou et al., 1996 , are summarized in Figure 3 ). The putative Hin resemis similar to that found in TPN, yet the DNA rearrangement that ensues is, if anything, CSSR-like. In blance was further analyzed in a dramatic domain exchange (see Figure 3) . A stretch of 55 amino acids was other respects, V(D)J recombination stands apart from either TPN or CSSR. One prominent difference is that removed from RAG1 and replaced with the 52 amino acid hix-binding region of Hin. The resulting RAG/Hin there is not one but two kinds of recognition motif, both of which participate in V(D)J recombination. This conprotein still showed nonamer-dependent binding to joining signal oligonucleotides. As well, it was active in the straint, known as the 12/23 rule, has no counterpart in CSSR or TPN (although two motifs exist in the Xer syssite-specific cleavage of joining-signal sequences in vitro, and further, could carry out V(D)J recombination in tem; Blakely and Sherratt, 1996) . For example, the prototype for CSSR is phage integration, where a complex vivo (Spanopoulou et al., 1996) . Thus RAG1 was largely unaffected by this major surgery, whereas point mutaattP site on the bacteriophage interacts with a quite different attB site in the bacterial chromosome. The two tions around GGRPR proved deadly. One might then concur with the conclusion that the segment from Hin different sites are required for integration, however each contains similar, and to a first approximation, functionwas functionally equivalent to the RAG1 sequence it replaced. ally-interchangeable recombinase recognition motifs (Nunes-Dü by et al., 1987).
It is not absolutely clear however, whether the abovedescribed experiment constituted an exchange of DNA A Hin-Like Ancestor? About 16 years ago, prior to the discovery of RAG1 and binding domains, or instead should be viewed as a radical test of the significance of the GGRPR sequence. RAG2, it was noted that the nonamer of a V(D)J joining signal (GGTTTTTGT, underlined in Figure 2 ) almost exThere is little amino acid similarity between the two regions (apart from GGRPR; see Figure 3 ), so that alactly matched a portion of the hixL site recognized by the Hin invertase of Salmonella (GGTTTTTGA; Simon et though the RAG1 sequence apparently has ␣-helical character (Difilippantonio et al., 1996) , the details of how al., 1980). The DNA-binding fragment of Hin (an example of a CSSR recombinase) has since been cocrystallized the two proteins interact with DNA may not be as superimposable as the exchange experiment suggests. For with a hixL half-site oligonucleotide (a half-site corresponds roughly to one triangle in the generic crossover example, a hydrophobic residue, isoleucine, at position 144 of Hin, is thought to interact with a hydrophobic site in Figure 1A ). The protein-DNA contacts that were visualized included a sequence-dependent interaction core created by the packing of helices 1 and 3 of the binding domain, and to thereby play a role in positioning between a glycine-arginine-proline-arginine stretch in Hin and the hixL DNA (Feng et al., 1994) . The position the adjacent GGRPR sequence in the minor groove of the DNA (Feng et al., 1994) . RAG1 contains a histidine and nature of these particular contacts revealed the importance of two A:T basepairs within the hix recogniin the corresponding spot (Figure 3) . Whether a RAG1 domain, functionally equivalent to tion motif (starred, Figure 2) . Of potential significance, the two A:T basepairs highlighted in this study, given a that of Hin, has been defined by these studies, could be clarified if it were demonstrated that the RAG/Hin hix site aligned with a V(D)J joining signal as suggested previously, corresponded to two well-conserved A:T construct exhibited Hin-like rather than RAG-like DNA The RAG cleavage mechanism has been shown to be ure 2). For RAG1, substitution of A for T in the joining signal greatly reduces binding (Difilippantonio et al., identifiably transposase-like (van Gent et al., 1996a) . As analyzed in vitro, the RAGs cut between a joining signal 1996). In contrast, for Hin, the corresponding A for T substitution in the hix site affects neither recombination and the adjacent DNA by creating a nick on one strand, and then using the 3Ј hydroxyl at the end of the cut function nor the apparent K D measured in vitro (Hughes et al., 1992) . One might predict that in the chimeric prostrand in a nucleophilic attack on the phosphodiester bond of the other (reviewed in Gellert, 1996) . This second tein an exchange of DNA binding domains should now accommodate an A for T change in the V(D)J joining transesterification step severs the DNA completely but at the same time, creates a hairpin 5Ј-to-3Ј connection signal.
With respect to a common RAG1 and Hin ancestor, at one of the cleaved ends ( Figure 1C , middle column). Although no recombinant strand connections have been it may prove difficult to learn much more about this entity, if it indeed exists. Many features of the original created, RAG-mediated cleavage resembles TPN in that an iso-energetic shuffling of phosphodiester bonds evihave evidently been obscured by evolutionary travail. As one example, the relative position of cleavage and dently takes place without formation of a protein-linked DNA intermediate (van Gent et al., 1996a) . In contrast, binding sites in the respective target sites have undergone a major reorganization (Figure 2 ). Hin cuts just CSSR comes about through two sequential transesterification steps, involving an intermediate in which the DNA adjacent to the binding motif in the hix site, but for V(D)J The Hin and RAG1 regions shown correspond to the domain swap of Spanopoulou et al. (1996) . Alternative alignments, as given in Difilippantonio et al., 1996, and Spanopoulou et al., 1996 , are shown. Conservation of RAG sequences are based upon mouse (Genbank accession number M29475), human (M29-474), rainbow trout (U15663), bull shark (U62645), rabbit (M77666), chicken (M58530), opossum (U51897), and Xenopus (L19324). The effects of amino acid replacements in (a) and (b) are from (Spanopoulou et al., 1996) . Line is covalently attached to the recombinase (for referanalyses carried out to date have been extremely informative (Difilippantonio et al., 1996; Spanopoulou et al., ences see van Gent et al., 1996a) .
Given that the architecture of a joining signal is 1996; van Gent et al., 1996a) . At the present pace, it would not be surprising to see the V(D)J recombination transposon-like, this similarity between chemical mechanisms would seem to add weight to the idea that the system soon begin to rival the more classical sitedirected recombination systems both in terms of the V(D)J recombination system originally carried out transpositional rearrangements. The transposon theory has rich detail with which it is understood, and as a paradigm for revealing fundamental features of protein-DNA interin fact been suggested, for various reasons, a number of times over the years. It is nonetheless worth noting actions. that in spite of various similarities, there are fundamental
